
There is a reason Mercury Man is black and gold.
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Logo
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The mark
Our new Mercury Man mark with it’s san serif, 
slightly italic, typeface is modern and reflects 
our fresh and progressive personality. 
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One-color gold on black

Go-to usage
When presented with a full solid black 
background such as the website top 
navigation band, an all black apron, an all 
black van, an all black box or an all black 
awning, this is the preferred logo use.

To protect the integrity of the logo, use 
one helmet width to preserve clear space 
around the mark.
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Secondary usages
When not presented with a full solid 
black background, use only one of 
these four approved variations.

Avoid putting Mercury Man in a black 
box, instead, use a circle sparingly.

One-color gold One-color black

Two-color Two-color contained
(use sparingly)
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Vertically-challenged usage
We get it, sometimes space is limited. When 
presented with minimal vertical space such as the 
website’s top navigation header, or at the bottom 
of a page, use this approved horizontal lockup. 
In some cases, Mercury Man’s right leg can dip out 
of frame, but only just below his calf.
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Colors and fonts
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Our colors

When it comes to our colors, we’re a little high 
maintenance. You see, we use a premium 

metallic gold ink that looks awesome in print. 
However, the CMYK and RGB conversions of 
that metallic gold don’t look as sharp. On the 

next page you’ll find a flow chart to assure you 
are using the right color values in your files.
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How do I know what color values to use?

Is your file going to be printed or is it going to be viewed on the web?

People will see it on the webIt’s going to a printer

Will the printer use
a spot/PMS color?

I’m not sure Yes No

Ask

Well, that was easy, use
these web color values

Rich Black

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

#000000

FTD Gold

R: 202
G: 173
B: 89

#caad59

Rich Black

C: 75
M: 68
Y: 67
K: 90

Premium Metallic

10127 C

Yes, It will look
dark on screen

Rich Black

C: 75
M: 68
Y: 67
K: 90

FTD Gold

C: 23
M: 29
Y: 78
K: 0


